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Six Task Forces 

�  Retired/Inactive 
CPAs 

�  Definition of 
“Attest” 

�  Confidentiality and 
Whistleblowing 

�  Definition of 
“Independence” 

�  Registration of 
Foreign Auditors 

�  Acts Discreditable 



Retired/Inactive CPAs 
�  Task Force agreed that UAA Section 6 

and UAA Model Rules 6-4 (CPE) and 
6-7 (Exceptions) adequately address 
the CPA “retired” status by using the 
term “inactive” in reference to such 
status. Use “inactive” throughout UAA 
and Model Rules. 



Definition of “Attest” 
� A white paper on why - and in what 

way - the UAA’s definition needs to 
be changed is being written by the 
AICPA for presentation at the 
NASBA/AICPA leadership summit in 
August.  Distribution to the Boards 
will follow. 

� UAA Task Force is moving forward 
with its research on the expansion 
of the  definition of “attest.” 



Confidentiality and  
Whistle blowing 
� Revise UAA Sections 18 and 19 to 

provide framework for confidentiality 
and records retention, plus develop 
supporting model rules. Need to 
balance societal interests and core 
professional concepts.  



Definition of “independence” 

� Do not include a separate definition of 
“independence” in the UAA.   

 

� Draft a Model Rule to conform the 
current definition of “independence” 
more closely to that of other 
authoritative bodies. 



Registration of Foreign 
Auditors 

State Boards need a 
tool that protects the 
public if foreign 
auditors are allowed 
to opine on financial 
statements included 
in an SEC filing.  Also 
if the PCAOB is not 
allowed to perform 
inspections of the 
foreign firm. 

�  Top-level “thought group” 
framed problem for Task 
Force’s consideration. 

�  Need to speak with SEC about 
adding term “home office” to 
first page of 10K. 

�  Task Force will continue to 
study alternatives based on 
response from SEC. 

�  All UAA alternatives proposed 
to date could have unintended 
consequences. 



Acts Discreditable 
�  Following study of UAA and Model 

Rules, and states’ current rules, 
concluded no additional language 
needed to address discrimination or 
harassment that may rise to an act 
discreditable to the  profession. 



Q and A  


